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Funding period

The funding was originally granted for years 2012–2014, but permission to use the funds in 2014 and 2015
was obtained on the basis of the project leader´s two maternity leaves during the funded period.

Researchers and use of funding

LL.D Juha Vesala and LL.D Katri Havu worked in the project as postdoctoral researchers. LL.D Juha Vesala
has received salary from these funds for approximately 8 months during years 2014–2015, LL.D Katri Havu
for 4 months in spring 2014. Havu has concentrated on competition, contract and private law aspects relating
to the theme of the project and Vesala issues on competition law perspectives on licensing IPR´s; licensing
practices of internet platforms and intermediaries from competition law perspective, and copyright issues
concerning digital distribution. LL.M Anniina Huttunen did not receive salary from the project, but
undertook research on robotics and copyright. Project leader Taina Pihlajarinne has researched copyright
issues in digital environment. She has received salary from working in the project for a period of few months
– some of which full-time and some of which part-time. She has also worked as professor of copyright law
since 1.1.2013.

Outputs
Publications
During the project (2012–2015) the researchers published various articles and books. The publications
falling within the theme of the project include the following.
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perusoikeuspunninnan näkökulma. Viestintäoikeuden vuosikirja 2012, published in 2013
Pihlajarinne, Taina: Setting the Limits for the Implied License in Copyright and Linking Discourse
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9/2012.
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Pihlajarinne, Taina: Immateriaalioikeuden yleiset opit ja digitalisoituminen – vertailussa
tekijänoikeus ja tavaramerkkioikeus. Lakimies 3/2012.
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hyvitysmaksu, EU-oikeuden vaikutus kotimaisen oikeuden soveltamisessa ja
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Vesala, Juha: Buyer power in content distribution: Unfair conditions imposed on content creators as
abuse of dominant position? Governing innovation and expression: new regimes, strategies and
techniques (Katja Weckström, ed.), Turku 2013
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Other outputs and forthcoming publications

In addition, the researchers gave several presentations in seminars and conferences in Finland and
abroad.
During the funding periods, the researcher also undertook research that is currently ongoing.
Publications that are forthcoming include the following.
Havu’s article “Digital Single Market and E-commerce – Remarks from the Standpoint of Private
Enforcement of Competition Law“ is under review at an international journal. Currently, Havu is
finalizing two international articles: ”Digital Single Market and E-commerce competition issues:
consumer harm and private law remedies” and “Collusion and online platform: Comment on Case
C-74/14”. Pihlajarinne´s article “Should we Bury the Concept of Reproduction – Flexibilising
Copyright through Trademark Law Convergence? “ is under review at an international journal.
Vesala is finalizing an international article on competition law issues of geoblocking in copyright
licensing.

